BASSOON QUARTET RECITAL

MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO BASSOON STUDIO

Tuesday • April 8, 2014 • 7:30 p.m.
Chamber Hall
Imig Music Building
PROGRAM

Scherzo for Four Bassoons
Pierre Max Dubois

Chanson Répolsif
arr. John Miller

She Loves You
arr. John Miller

Symphony Fantastique
Hector Berlioz
IV. March to the Scaffold
arr. A. Burford
Kristen Goguen, bassoon
Robert Miles, bassoon
Cameron Burnes, bassoon
Aimee Diaz, bassoon

El Gato Montés
Manuel Penella

Pasodoble

Last Tango in Beyreuth
Peter Schickele

French Song
Vivo
arr. John Miller

Tango for Three Bassoons
arr. Manuel Martinez

Entrance and Polka of the Bassoon Players
Michelle Gaffney, bassoon
Yahaira Nieves, bassoon
Ashley Sherlock, bassoon
Yoon Hwang, basoon
arr. D. H. Carroll

The CU Bassoon Studio are students of Yoshiyuki Ishikawa.